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In fearless voice may
we proclaim
The Rishi's message
from all house-tops
And bring the men
of different claim
To a fold of Love
where oneness lasts!
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Muëòakopaniñad

First Muëòaka
Section 2
In the first section of the first Muëòaka, it was initially stated that one must
gain two types of knowledge. One is aparä vidhyä, which is preparatory;
the other is parä vidhyä, which is to be accomplished. In this section aparä
vidhyä is talked about in detail. Apara vidhyä is not just secular education,
but also, the religious life. It includes the study of Vedas, çikñä, kalpa, and
so on and the performance of rituals. That means the person lives a religious
life with the knowledge of all the karmas that he has to do. We look at the
whole thing from the standpoint of the Veda. In the first portion of the Veda,
which constitutes the bulk of the Veda, varities of rituals are mentioned. In
performing these rituals, generally the three Vedas are involved. Ågveda
provides mantras, Yajurveda tells ou the whole method of performing the
rituals. Sämaveda is the singing of Åg-manträs in praise of Éçvara. By
performing these rituals one can gain both the dåñöa-phala, the result that one
gains here, and also adåñöa phala, the result that one gains hereafter. This is
already said in the karma khäëòa. It is restated here for the purpose of
introducing the adhikärin, qualified person, for this knowledge.
The introduction of the adhikärin is done elaborately. Quite a few mantras
describe the nature of rituals and the results. Again, the mantras describe
what happens to the results if the ritual is not done properly. In performing
these rituals, a lot of effort is involved. If the rituals are not done properly,
even though one may not attract any päpa, definitely nothing good will happen
for the person. The results of these rituals also are anitya lokäs, temporary
realms of experience. All these are aparä vidhyä and they are stated in order
to introduce the prime qualification viz., vairägya, dispassion, which is finally
prescribed in the 12th mantra beautifully.
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Karma can be converted into a yoga, a means, for purity of mind. Vairägya
towards karma is laziness, but Vairägya towards karma phala is maturity.
When one performs karma, it will produce phala even if one is not interested
in it. One will get puëya whether one likes it or not. But if one is not
interested in phala, then it works in a different way, according to one’s
intention in doing the karma as revealed in the saìkalpa: I do this karma to
please the Lord by neutralising the päpa.1 It then neutralises one’s päpa. We
generate thesee antibodies for neutralising the päpa, which is getting unfolded
in day-to-day life. Like this, there are special karmas that can help you gain
antaùkaraëa çuddhi, purity of mind. Thus, the karma khäëòa becomes
meaningful, and therefore it is discussed here in this second section. This
is the basis for Lord Kåñëa’s teachings on karma-yoga in the Gétä. Being
the Lord, Kåñëa knows what he has been talking about there. He does not
require a basis or thesis, but definitely this is the basis.
Mantra 1
tdett! sTy<
mÙe;u kmaRi[ kvyae yaNypZyn!tain Çetaya< b÷xa sNttain,
taNyacrw inyt< sTykama>
@; v> pNwa> suk«tSy laeke. 1,2,1
tadetat satyaà
mantreñu karmäëi kavayo yänyapaçyan
täni tretäyäà bahudhä santatäni |
tänyäcaratha niyataà satyakämäù
eña vaù panthäù sukåtasya loke || 1|2|1
yäni – which; karmäëi – rituals; mantreñu – in mantras (in Vedas);
kavayaù - the åñis; apaçyan – saw; tat etat – it is; satyam – true;
täni – those (rituals); tretäyäm – in the three Vedas; bahudhä – in
many ways; santatäni – are explained; täni – them; äcaratha –may
you perform; niyatam – regularly; satyakämäù – Oh! Seekers of

1
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karma-phala; vaù – for you; panthäù the means; eñaù – this;
sukåtasya – of well-performed actions; loke – for gaining the
results.
‘All the rituals which the sages saw in the Vedas are true. Those
rituals are explained in many ways in the three Vedas. Oh! Seekers
of results of actions, may you perform them regularly. For you,
this is the means for gaining the results of well-performed actions.’
Tat etat satyam: that which is going to be said is true. Tat means ‘that’,
which is going to be said. Etat means ‘this’, which is already in the
mind of the teacher. In modern English we often use this expression.
A person who is talking to me now says, “Swamiji, when I went to
Chennai, I met this man”. He has not mentioned anything about that
man at all before. How can he use the pronoun ‘this’, without mentioning
who that man is? This is grammatically incorrect, but it is the colloquial
style in the English language. The meaning of the pronoun ‘this’ is in
that person’s head. It is not in my head. This style is also there in
Sanskrit. Etat, this, is already loaded in the intellect of the speaker and
it is going to come out. The topic that is going to be discussed by the
speaker is already in his mind, and therefore, it is etat, this. It is still
not known to you, the listener, and therefore it is tat, that.
What is that? The word ‘tat’ refers to the karmas, which are going to
be talked about. Karmas are called satya. Satya2 here means that which
is definitely a means of achieving different ends in life. Because karma
produces result without fail3 it is called satya. The word ‘åta’ also is
used in the same sense for referring to karma-phala. What are these
karmas?
Mantreñu karmäëi kavayù yäni apaçyan: those are the karmas that the
sages saw in the mantras. Kavi means one who is able to see through.
A poet is called kavi because he is able to see more than what meets
the eyes. The Lord who is sarvajïa and sarvavit is also called kavi.

4
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Anyone who is able to see things properly is called kavi. Kavayaù means
people who are well informed in the çästra. Here the word kavayù means
åñayaù, sages. They use this word ‘kavi’ in all the four Vedas in the same
sense as ‘åñi’.
The åñis talk about a number of karmas starting from agnihotra and going to
açvamedha. Agnihotra to açvamedha is a Vedic expression for ‘A to Z’. The
agnihotra is a very simple daily ritual. It has only two oblations in the morning
and two in the evening. Before the oblation one has to chant some mantras4.
In the morning the oblations are given to süryä, sun, and prajäpati, Brahmaji.
In the evening the oblations are given to agni, fire, and prajäpati. We start
with agnihotra because there is no complexity involved in it.
For all the karmas agnihotra is the primary karma. One must get married
before one can do agnihotra. After having performed the agnihotra, if one is
still a kåñëa keça, one who has black hair, and is jäta putra, one who has a
son, he is called upon to perform some other karmas enjoined in the Vedas.
This is called adhikåtasya adhikäraù, conditions prescribed for the one who
has already become qualified. For instance, only graduates can qualify to join
a postgraduate course. If there are conditions for graduates like age,
performance and so on, the fulfilment of those conditions becomes adhikåtasya
adhikäraù. Already he has accomplished something, and so certain further
qualifications are prescribed for him. Similarly certain karmas enjoined by the
Vedas areonly for certain people. They have to fulfil a number of prescribed
conditions before they can do these enjoined actions. One has to take the
conditions into account before performing these actions. When you perform
agnihotra, you become qualified for darça and paurëamäsa rituals. They go
along with agnihotra.
Thus agnihotra becomes more and more complex later, when accomapnied by
a few other rituals. If one wants to gain the complete result of agnihotra, one
has to perform all these rituals. Otherwise agnihotra will give only simple
puëya. When agnihotra is followed by darça and paurëamäsa, then a big result
will accrue. Beginning from agnihotra, varities of rituals are mentioned in
the three Vedas - Åg, Yajus and Säma.
To be continued..

1
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Çré Rudram
Anuväka 4

Åñi – Durväsa; Chandas - Mahävirät; Devata - Çambhuù
Dhyäna çloka
ÉSmaeÏƒiltsvaR¼< jqam{flmi{ftm!,
XyayeÎev< v&;aêFœ< g[eñryut< hrm!.
bhasmoddhülitasarväìgaà jaöämaëòalamaëòitam |
dhyäyeddevaà våñärüòhà gaëeçvarayutaà haram ||
May one meditate upon Lord Çiva who is covered with ashes all over
the body, whose hair is shining, who is seated on a bull, who is with
Gaëeça and who removes all papäs (the cause of duùkha).
May one always meditate iupopn Lord Çiva whose whole body is covered
with ashes. Ash indicates absence of any difference and the Lord’s true nature
is nirviçeña, free of attributes.
Result (for chanting this anuväka): The mantras of this anuväka are chanted
to remove dreaded diseases.

nm AaVya/ixnIš_yae ivvIXy?NtI_yí vae/ nm>?. 1.
nama ävyäÞdhiné÷bhyo vivédhya×ntébhyaçca voÞ namaù× || 1 ||
namaù – salutation; ävyädhinébhyaù – to those who are in the
form of female power that strtikes all around; vividhyantébhyaù
– to those who are in the form of female power that strikes in
various forms; ca – and; vaù – to you; namaù – salutation.
Salutation to you in the form of female power that strikes all
around and in various forms.

6
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In ävyädhinébhyaù,1 ‘ä’ is a prefix meaning äsamantät, referring to a certain totality.
Vivédhya×ntébhyaù2 refers to the feminine force that can destroy in different ways,
such as with looks, words and deeds. The Lord is the one who is in the form of
these kinds of women who are frightening. These are Käli, Durgä and so on,
who are all bhagavat çaktis. When we see Käli in Kolkata, her tongue is out
and she has a big spear in her hand. We worship that form of Käli. If we try to
get away from ugra çakti, the frightening power, we cannot be the whole. It is
interesting to note that in the U.S.A. any volcano or cyclone was given a woman’s
name. Now the name alternates; the female name is followed by a male name.
You see the glory of Éçvara in it. Unto the one who is in the form of mäya çakti,
an expression of himself, my salutation.
nm/ %g?[a_ySt&‡h/tI_y?í vae/ nm>?. 2.
namaÞ uga×ëäbhyaståðhaÞtébhya×çca voÞ namaù× || 2 |
namaù – salutation; ugaëäbhyaù – to those who are in the form of the
group of seven female deities; tåðhatébhyaù – to those who are in the
form of powerful deities that harm; ca and; vaù to you; namaù –
salutation.
Salutation to you who are in the form of the group of seven pleasing
female deities who bless as much as the powerful deities that harm.
Namaù ugaëäbhyaù – Salutation to saptamätåkäs, mothers of blessing, who are
Brahämé, Mäheçvaré, Kaumäré, Vaiñëavé, Värähé, Indräëé and Cämuëdä. They are
called ugaëäs, utkåñöa gaëäs, great powers of blessing. Protection, blessing and
destruction are all çaktis. If you are selective in your outlook you are not dealing
with your problems including fears. Vedanta does not work for such a person.
You have to face and resolve every frightening form. To say, ‘I am Brahman’ is
not easy. It includes everything and excludes everything. The Lord is the one
who is in those forms who can chastise and who can bring global jupheavals,
one of them causing disappearance of dinosaurs and the separation of Australia
from Asia. Also, he is the one who can truly bless. Untoi him my salutation.
The derivation of the word ävyädhinébhyaù: äsamantäd veditum çaktaù sthriyaùavyädhiniyaù
tasca jagati yavantyaù santi tävadrüpebhyaù—the feminine force in the world that can destroy
in all respects is ävyädhinébhyaù, unto the one in those forms.
2
The derivbation of the word vivédhya×ntébhyaù: veddhum çaktaù striyaù vividhyantyaù tasca
jagati yävantyaù santi tävadrupebhyaù—the feminine force in the world that can destroy in
different ways is vividhyantyaù—unto the one in thosee forms.
1
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nmae? g&/Tse_yae? g&/Tsp?it_yí vae/ nm>?. 3.
namo× gåÞtsebhyo× gåÞtsapa×tibhyaçca voÞ namaù× || 3 ||
namù salutation; gåtsebhyaù – to those who are in the form of
the greedy ones; gåtsapatibhyaù – to those who are the lords
of greedy ones; ca – and; vaù – to you; namaù – salutation.
Salutation to you in the form of greedy ones and also their Lord.
The greedy ones never say enough. Here it refers to fire, the devouring
agni. The Lord is that fire. He is also Rudra, the Lord of the fire itself.
So both firfe and the deity of fire are Parameçvara. Unto him my
salutation. The plural ‘patibhyaù’ is for respect.
nmae? ìašte_yae/ ìat?pit_yí va e/ nm>. 4.
namo× vrä÷tebhyoÞ vräta×patibhyaçca voÞ namaù || 4 ||
namaù – salutation; vrätebhyaù – to those who are bornout of
different varëäs, vrätapatibhyaù – to those who are the Lords
of all these vratas; ca – and; vaù – to you; namaù – salutation.
Salutation to you in the form of people belonging to different
varëäs and the Lord of all of them.
Namaù vrätebhyaù – Salutation to the one in the form of people bornb
of different varëäs. Vrätas3 are peoploe having different professions. Family
members may have differentg types of våttti, livelihood; for instance, the
father may have one livelihood and the son may ghave another. They
are all bhagavat rüpa, the Lord’s form alone. The ideas such as ‘I am born
of such and such gotra and so on’, are all complexes that cannot co-exist
with Vedanta. In the beginning they protect you, but they have to
disappear when you deal with the infinite. In the beginning orthodoxy
is a protection; later it becomes a hindrance. Everything has its place at
a given time, but at the same time, one needs to grow out of things in
the course of time. Unto Rudra, who is the Lord of all the vratäs, my
salutation.

1
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aniyatäm våttim äçritaù—those who do not have settled profession.
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Effortless Living Talk by
Swamini Pramananda

Sri Krishna Sweats organised public talks
of Swamini Pramananda on the topic
“Effortless living- a divine gift”. The talks
were held on 10th February 2013 at Kikani
School, Coimbatore.
CA C.S.K. Prabhu introduced Swamini to
the audience.
Swamini Pramananda said that she was
happy to be in Coimbatore for the public
talks and be amongst her Coimbatore
students. Our orientation in life is towards
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taking efforts and acquiring possessions.
People are driven to 3 P system of running
after Productivity, Possessions and
Popularity.
The western world has ruthlessly destroyed
the environment for short-term profits of
business enterprises. The meat industry has
done more damage to global warming than
even all the automobiles put together in the
world. Thousands of acres of Amazon
forests have been destroyed for growing
fodder to the animals for meat industry.

9

This consumerism is driving people to
suicide due to stress to perform according
to physically impossible targets.
Vedas proclaim “Isavasyam idam sarvam”,
which means everything that is here is
Iswara or divinity. This everything should
obviously include “me” also. Troubles are
due to our identification with the physical
body and mind. One should understand
that he is spiritual being with a physical
body and mind. When one understands his
true self, then there will be total peace and
harmonious acceptance of Iswara’s will.
Our ancestors did not have this stress and
pressure and had total peace of mind.
Hence they were able to utilise their full
creativity and turn out great works in
Science, Mathematics, Grammar, Arts,
Music and other disciplines of knowledge.
VOICE OF GOD is LOVE. It is expressed
as trust, abundance, honesty, unconditional
acceptance, availability of spiritual essence
each moment, innocence, forgiveness, nonjudgmental and freedom. It manifests as

10

sympathy, empathy, compassion,
understanding, joy and friendship.
VOICE OF EGO is FEAR. It is expressed
as mistrust, scarcity, deception, conditional
expectations, blames others for our
problems, victimisation, condemnation and
attachment. It holds on to the past and
projects into the future without gracefully
accepting the present. It manifests as anger,
guilt, resentment, sadness, depression,
jealously, lack of caring and lack of
understanding.
One should submit totally to Iswara’s will.
There is really no choice. When one’s ego
is let go, he will experience effortless living
as a divine gift.
Swamini welcomed everyone to visit her
Tapasyalayam Ashramam at Uttarkashi.
She said that details of the activities can
be
had
from
the
web
site
www.purnavidya.org.
Report by N. Avinashilingam
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Sashtiabdhapurti celebrations in Mumbai for
Swami Brahmavidananda Saraswati

What better way to start Swami Brahmavidananda’s Sastiabdhapurti
celebrations than with the message and aashirwaad of his
paramguru Pujya Sri Swami Dayanandaji,

VIDEO MESSAGE AND AASHIRWAD FROM
SRI PUJYA SWAMIJI
"I am very happy that Sri Swami Brahmavidanandaji is going to be
60. I can't believe it. He came to me as a young boy going to college
and since then I have been seeing him. And he is now 60 years. All
these days from his college days till now he never had any other
commitment. He had only one commitment - to understand the shastra,
to live that life. It's an amazing accomplishment, an unflinching
commitment. Although he had a short stint of work, it did not work
for him!"
And his parents were very supportive. That has helped him a lot. And
ofcourse I was supportive. He had come to Rishikesh and stayed here
for quite a few years. He not only studied with me but also Swami
Tarananandaji. He had gone through the difficulties that one goes
through as a student, but happily. He and Uday Acharya, both of them.
He had been teaching in Bombay very quitely. Only his students know
him. He did not make a big news about himself. He did not make
any attempt to do that. He enjoys being a quite teacher and that makes
him a very, a very significant Mahatma. I am very proud to have him
as my disciple. I wish him well."
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) can influence the course of events.
A couple of students shared their
personal experiences and sang
touching bhajans as well as an
unusual qawwali in a South
Indian accent (believe-it-or-not)
paying tribute to the sadguru.

Blessed by this message, the
Sashtiabdhapurti programme for Swami
Brahmavidananda commenced on 24 th
March 2013, being his Nakshatra birthday.
On a quiet Sunday, in the busy Matunga
suburb fragrant with the flower market and
the aroma of South Indian coffee, Swamiji’s
students from his many different classes
spread across Mumbai gathered in the
Kanyaka Parmeswari temple. Ganpati
Homa, Navagraha Homa, Ayushya Homa
and Mrityunjaya homa were performed. A
parallel session continued upstairs which
had the screening of Pujya Swamiji’s video
message (above) and a 15 minute film of
heartfelt tributes for Swamiji from students,
friends, and purva ashram family members.
The hall reverberated with dialogue, debate
and discussions – purvapakshas and
siddhanta by 8 students regarding different
topics in Vedanta. The topics ranged from
the summary of Adhyaasa bhashya, jnanam
vis-à-vis karma for moksha, parallels
between Vedanta and Sufism and Reflection
of Vedanta in the Quran. A parallel
between project management cycle and the
management of life was also drawn – how
one erroneous notion (Everything has to be
done immediately/ I am a limited being/

12

Abhishekam of Swamiji was done
with sanctified water after the
homas as well as water from the
Ganga followed by Guru Archana.
Swamiji said that,” In this journey
from a student to a teacher, I owe all that
I know to Pujya Swamiji.” In his anugraha
bhashanam, he spoke about ‘What it takes
to be a contemporary and traditional
teacher’. Swam Brahmavidanandaiji said,
“What is traditional and contemporary need
not be opposed to each other – they can be
in perfect harmony. Tradition is ‘trans
diction’, in English – what is transferred by
word of mouth. Therefore it is knowledge
centric.” Swamiji spoke about the highlights
of the traditional methodology of teaching
emphasizing that “only traditional teaching
can transmit the vision of purnatvam. To
be contemporary means to set the
traditional teaching in the background of
modern science, psychology and the
contemporary socio-cultural economic
milieu.”
A souvenir commemorating Swamiji ‘s
Sashtiabdhapurti was released on the
occasion by Uday Acharyaji and Swamini
Brahmaprakasandaji who came all the way
from Nagpur. Swaminiji reminded
everyone how blessed they were and
reflected on the role Swamiji had played in
her life, “He was not just a friend to me
those days but he was also my friend
philosopher and guide — all rolled in to
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one. He was the one who initiated me into
a deeper study of the vedanta-sastra, the
allied subjects and the grammar of Panini.
He gave me the vision of the possibilities
and was the inspiration for me to take to
this life of atmajnana with complete
surrender to our sadguru, Pujya Sri Swami
Dayananda Saraswati.”
The celebration for the day concluded with
students seeking Swamiji ‘s aashirwaad and
a sumptuous lunch. Reflecting each other’s
happiness, one of the students aptly said,”
Really speaking it is our birthday
celebration today as Swamiji was born to
teach us brahmavidya.” Some of the
excerpts from warm, heartfelt and glowing
messages from Gurubhais and Gurubehen
– of Swami Brahmavidananda, his life and
his presence:
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Swami Sakshatkritananda, Acharya of
Arsha Vidya Gurukulam, Coimbatore:
Swami Brahmavidanandaji is a great teacher
who combines tradition and modernity.
Traditional because he got the knowledge from
Pujya Swamiji - sampradayavit. He is modern
because the teaching that he gained comes
through his mind that has got modern
education. The modernity in his teaching is in
using modern examples.
Suddhatma Chaitanya: Swami BV ji was
instrumental in introducing ‘Rishikesh Sadhu
life’ to me and we discussed Vedantic teachings
during our stay in Rishikesh. I still have fond
memories of those days, living with minimum
and yet, gaining maximum in terms of ‘Self
Knowledge’. My wife Samata, also his
‘Gurubehen’ joins me in sending lots of love
and prayerful wishes to Swami BV on his 60th
birthday,
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counsellor, and great networker, I owe a great
deal to this wonderful friend, philosopher and
guide.
Swami Atmatriptananda, Kolkata - It is not
easy to find a teacher with the degree of clarity
that he has on the subject which is the subject
matter of life. Swami Brahmavidananda is a rare
contemporary teacher who easily accommodates,
leads and guides today’s youngsters with flair
and finesse. His understanding of all modern
social issues and problems is amazing and
thorough. In him, I see someone who neither
assumes the airs of guru nor that of a sannyasi.
I once had a chance to study a text called
Vedantaparibhasha taught by him. There was
not a trace of superiority I saw in his
disposition. This is the kind of relationship I
have ever enjoyed with him. I would have
certainly missed something if I were to not know
him.
Swamini Brahmaprakasananda, Resident
Acharya of Arsha Vidya Gurukulam,
Nagpur: In our close knit group, he was a
model and inspiration for all of us. He was also
our teacher teaching us the Bhagavadgita to the
Brahmasutra-bhashya. His skills as the teacher
of Vedanta, the clarity of the knowledge have
always impressed me. He was a very committed
sadhu and he lived and studied in the
Himalayas for many years.
Uday Acharya, Vedanta teacher in
Mumbai - Swami Brahmavidananda - Friend,
Colleague, Mentor, Guide - He has been there
in my life from my school days to Sandeepany
to Rishikesh. If I have been a competent teacher,
a good writer, successful motivator, able
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On this most auspicious occasion of his 60th
birthday, we join our hands in prayerful
gratitude and pray to Lord Daksinamurti
to bless Swami Brahmavidanandaji with
sound health and a long life. May he
continue to bless us with his teaching and
share his wisdom with hundreds and
thousands of students, in the years to come.
Om Tat Sat.
By Mrinalini Rao
Swami Brahmavidananda Saraswati,
502, Radha Krishna Kunj,
Plot 417, 9th cross road,
Chembur, Mumbai - 400017
Ph: 9820501171
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Arsha Vidya Teertha, Jaipur

Sri Ramanavami was celebrated with special pooja and
stotra-patham.
Sri Swami Ishvarananda Giri Maharaj of Samvit
Sadhanayana, Mount Abu, visited the Jaipur Chhaatralaya
and blessed the boys. He addressed them, asking them
to have Shraddha and Tapas in their lives in order to
gain knowledge, especially, Brahma-vidya. He also taught
them the Mekhala-mantra as a prayer for knowledge and
qualification. He said that being Bharateeya implied the
pursuit of knowledge (Bha- light of knowledge, Rata engaged in), and we must follow the Rishis as we have
from the earlieast times, for the upliftment of mankind.
It was a memorable event for the Arsha Vidya Teertha,
Jaipur, to have had. such a great Mahapurusha visiting
and blessing us all!
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Books Release by Pujya Swamiji in Rishikesh Ashram
‘Nomenclature of the Vedas’ & ‘Rshikas of the Rgveda’
Author – Swamini Atmaprajnananda Saraswati

On 20 March 2013, two books – ‘Nomenclature of the Vedas’ and
‘Rshikas of the Rgveda’authored by Swamini Atmaprajnananda
Sarswati, were released by Pujya Swamiji in Arsha Vidya Pitham,
Rishikesh. Copies were gifted to Pujya Swamiji’s overseas students
in Germany, Japan, Brazil, Dubai, Singapore, etc.

- as reported by Swami Santatmananda Saraswati
Resident Acarya, Arsha Vidya Pitham, Rishikesh
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ashram temple

“Swami Jnanananda (Ashok Chabbra)
Swami Cetananda (Chetan)
Date of Sannyasa: 27.3.2013
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Dr. Srikant Jichkar Memorial
ARSHA VIJNANA GURUKULAM
Vedapuri, Nagpur

Long Term Residential Course in Vedanta and Sanskrit
By the grace of the Lord Dakshinamurti and Sadguru, Pujya
Sri Swami Dayananda Saraswati, we the president and the
trustees of Arsha Vijnana Gurukulam are glad to announce the
third Three Year Residential Course in Vedanta and Sanskrit.
The course will commence on Monday, the 15th of July, 2013.
The course will be conducted under the guidance of the Sadguru,
Pujya Sri Swami Dayananda Saraswati, by his disciple, Swamini
Brahmaprakasananda Saraswati.
The admission to the course is entirely dependent on the
discretion of the Acharya and the Board of Trustees. Those who
would like to attend this course may apply with personal details
to the following address.
Swamini Brahmaprakasananda
Chief Acharya
Arsha Vijnana Gurukulam
72, Bharat Nagar,
Amravati Road,
Nagpur, Maharashtra, 440033
Phones: Office: +91 98902 93641
Mataji: +91 88050 23450
Email: avg.ngp@hotmail.com
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What is in a Prayer?

What is required in order to know oneself
as complete, free from a sense of
inadequacy, moksha? Grace – a lot of grace.
Before one even comes to the pursuit the
need for grace begins. To be born in a
human body and have a desire for moksha
is due to grace. It doesn’t stop there. Grace
is further needed for bringing one to a
qualified teacher, assisting in removing all
pratibandhas, obstacles, that could distract
the seeker from the pursuit as well as for
adhikaratvam, the preparedness necessary for
knowledge and assimilation.
The grace is available, but it has to be
tapped and the best way to do that is
through prayer. As Pujya Swamiji points
out, there is no doubt that every student
of Vedanta has, either in this or a previous
life, prayed for moksha. When one makes
the choice and prays to know the very truth
of oneself the grace flows.
How does grace manifest? Grace is like an
antidote for karma that is unfolding. All
around us in the transactional world,
vyavahara, we see order. Without order,
seen as cause and effect, it would not be
possible to study physics, biology,
chemistry, geology and psychology, to
name a few. There is also the order of
karma, the relationship between actions of
jivas and the results of those actions. For
the jiva the order of karma seems somewhat
unpredictable. Who does not have
experiences of unplanned and unexpected
events occurring? However, from Ishvara’s
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point of view there is nothing
unpredictable. Ishvara being the author of
all order, including the order of karma, does
not miss even the smallest detail. Each jiva’s
karma account is perfectly settled.
By tapping grace it is possible to ameliorate
karma that is unfolding. A prayer said
before participating in some sporting
activity, might make the difference between
some minor bruising and a broken arm.
Might make a difference. The grace flowing
from prayer provides no guarantee that
karma causing uncomfortable, and therefore
less desirable, situations will be prevented.
The strength of the unfolding karma, the
intention behind the karma, past karmas, and
whether planned or reactive, are all taken
into consideration by the karmaphaladata, the
giver of results of actions, Ishvara. There
is no way to establish how the law of karma
works and, as Pujya Swamiji reminds us,
it is completely pointless to try and figure
out. The pramana for the law of karma is
shruti and being such there is no other
means of knowledge is available. Shruti
pramana does tell about certain ritual
karmas that can be done to gain specific
results, such as the birth of a child, wealth,
bringing of rain etc. However, on how
punya and papa result from karma, the shruti
remains silent. What is told is that prayer
is an action, making it beyond doubt that
there will be a result; in the order that is
Ishvara there is no action without a result.
What is grace? Grace the ability to accept
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the order of Ishvara in ones life. The more
grace there is, there less stress there is! To
accept Ishvara in life, one has to know
Ishvara, for which the only pramana is shruti.
One has to suspend all preconceived
notions about the world, about reality, and
about Ishvara. This suspension of erroneous
thinking and beliefs is achieved by
admitting one’s helplessness. To admit
helplessness, is to admit that one is not in
control and if one is not in control, it
necessarily means that something else is in
control, or at the very least has an influence
over the way things are. That influence is
necessarily conscious, intelligent and all
knowing – it is Ishvara - this is what shruti
pramâG a tells. Therefore, for the one who
is striving to know the truth of what is,
Ishvara becomes the altar for one’s prayers.
To the extent that one acknowledges Ishvara
in one’s life, there is a place for Ishvara to
abide. There is no such thing as being in
the driver’s seat and accepting Ishvara at the
same time. Acceptance of truth does not
coexist with rejection of that very same
truth.
Really speaking, it is by Ishvara’s grace alone
that anything occurs – not a single
nanosecond goes by that is without Ishvara’s
grace. How to pray for that grace? One
can say a general prayer, a “sprayer” as
Pujya Swamiji calls it. However, as a
student of Vedanta one has to be clear
about what it is one is seeking. There must
be a commitment to know every step of the
way. The prayers found at the beginning
of each Upanishad (generally all Upanishads
of a given Veda will have the same
beginning prayer) focus on what is most
helpful for the students in gaining the
knowledge. What are those areas where
grace most needed for students of Vedanta?
The prayer at the beginning of
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Kenopanishad, which is in Sama Veda,
beautifully answers this question for the
student.
The student of Vedanta needs a healthy
body. All the sense organs, and internal
organs of the body, including the mind,
must be functioning relatively well. If one
cannot hear, how can one do shravanam? If
the body is aching, one’s focus will not be
where it needs to be, because the mind has
a tendency to remain fixed in the area
where the discomfort is. Therefore, one
invokes the grace of Bhagavan with om, and
then begins the prayer: apyayantu mamangani
vakpranascaksuh srotramatho balamindriyani ca
sarvaG i. Bless my limbs, speech, eyes and
ears, along with all other organs, including
memory, so that they not only function
well, but also gain the strength which is
necessary for this pursuit of moksha.
Having asked for grace to have the physical
preparedness, the second sentence directs
the student’s focus to the teaching. sarvam
brahmaupanisadam. Everything is Brahman
as revealed in the shastra. Without shastra
it cannot be understood that Brahman is
everything – in fact, the statement reveals
the knowledge for which shastra is pramana.
What is this “everything”? Brahman is all
that is manifest and all that is unmanifest.
Saying this, there is nothing is left
unaccounted for – including one’s own-self.
One must come to know this truth. It is
only by knowing all that is here is nothing
but Brahman that one can know oneself as
whole.
Next the prayer turns to clearing the way
for the pursuit itself. Manifesting karma can
derail the pursuit. Karma may give rise to
situations whereby study becomes difficult
to continue. If the student’s pratibandhas are
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too strong, it may be that the student gives
up on the study. Therefore the prayer,
maham brahma nirakuryam - let me not
negate this pursuit of knowledge.
ma ma brahma nirakarot. May I always be
a receptacle for Bhagavan’s grace. The grace
may be pouring but because of some
obstacle it is overlooked. The human
orientation of relying on sense organ
reporting and the conclusions reached
which are based upon those perceptions can
be a big obstacle. We know that this
unquestioned reliance upon sensory
perception does not always yield the truth.
One only has to look as far as the daily
report by the eyes that the sun rises on the
Eastern horizon, travels across the sky and
sets over the Western horizon. It is well
known that this so called rising and setting
of the sun is due to the earth orbiting
around the sun, not the sun circling the
earth as suggested by perception. Likewise,
the conclusion based on sensory perception
that ‘I’ ends where the skin stops, the bodymind-sense complex, is other than I, is
equally erroneous. How can this be said?
Shastra pramana, which tells there is one
undivided truth that necessarily includes
you.
The request for the grace to sustain
the pursuit is important as is repeated
again
in
the
next
sentence.
anirakaranamastvanirakaranam me astu.
One may come to the study with gusto,
much like a can of fizzy drink that when
first opened bubbles wildly. After a while
one can loose enthusiasm for any number
of reasons and, like the once fizzy drink,
become “flat” with regards to the pursuit.
It could be that the progression of the
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pursuit does not live up to some
preconceived notions about moksha, or that
one needs to exhaust more karma before
being able to stay with the pursuit. One
prays, therefore, for the grace to sustain the
pursuit until the truth that one already is
what one is seeking, that is Brahman, is fully
known.
Finally one needs to be prepared. How
does one prepare for such knowledge?
tadatmani nirate ya upanic atsu dharmaste
mayi santu, te mayi santu. The final line of
the prayer is a request that all the qualities
necessary to be an adhikari be present in the
one who is committed to the pursuit. The
word dharma, refers to the qualities of sama,
inner resolution, dama, discipline over the
sense pursuits, uparati, letting go of external
crutches, titiksa, dropping complaining, and
samadhana, meaning the ability to stay
focused. It also includes shraddha in the
teacher and the pramana. Shraddha is often
translated as, faith pending understanding,
but is more than this. Shraddha increases
as the doubts decrease due to growing
clarity in understanding. Faith on the other
hand, being merely a belief, has no room
for growth and is always subject to doubts.
The prayer concludes, as does every Vedic
prayer, with a final request to be free from
the three sources of obstacles by chanting:
shanti, shanti, shanti. May there be freedom
from obstacles in the form of adhidaivika,
over which I have no control, adhibhautika,
from sources over which I have no
immediate control, and adhyatmika, myself.
May prayer bring the grace necessary for
all your pursuits.
By Julie Carpenter
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OM NAMO NARAYANAYA
ARSHA VIDYA PITHAM
Swami Dayananda Ashram, Rishikesh
is pleased to announce a

1 Year Residential Course
at the Ashram in Rishikesh on
Vedanta and Sanskrit
starting from
April 14th, 2013

Application form can be downloaded here
which can be filled up and sent through email to
dayas1088@gmail.com
Swami Dayananda Ashram, Purani Jhadi,
Muni-Ke-Reti-249137,
Tehri Garhwal, (Uttarakhand), India
Phone: 0135-2430769/ 2431769
Texts like Gita, 2-3 Upanisads and
a few vedantic treatises shall be covered.
There will also be a Yoga class, Meditation,
Chanting and Sanskrit sessions
everyday.
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News & Views
Thousands of Revelers Partake
In 21st Annual Phagwah
Parade In Jersey City

Raising A Hindu Kid In New
York
Source

Source
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY, March 30,
2013 (The Jersey Journal): Thousands of
people descended on Lincoln Park in Jersey
City this afternoon for the 21st Annual
Phagwah Parade and Holi Hai Day festivities,
a colorful Hindu spring harvest tradition that
is celebrated by revelers who playfully shower
each other with various colors of powder.
”The biggest significance of this is that
everybody becomes a myriad of colors,” said
Dayanand Mangru, an executive with the
United Hindu Association, adding that on
such a holy day there are no racial
distinctions. “There is no brown, black, or
white.”
The parade began around 11:30 a.m. at
Audubon Park at the intersection of Kennedy
Boulevard and Stegman Parkway as ten
decorated floats blaring traditional Indian
dance music made their way down Kennedy
Boulevard to the fountain in Lincoln Park
where the festivities continued into the
afternoon.
”The focus is to bring all together in unity,”
said Gireeraj Beggs, president of The United
Hindu Federation of New Jersey which led
the organizing efforts for the parade. “As
Hindus we believe in the unity of all people.”
• Email to a friend •
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK, March 26, 2013
(New York Times, by Shivani Vora): How
do you teach your children about religion,
particularly your own? Are the parents
responsible for this vital task, or should they
call in some outside help? It’s a question I
faced when I became a parent almost five
years ago. I am a Hindu who was born in
New Delhi and lived in India until I was 8,
before immigrating to the United States with
my parents and younger sister. Throughout
my childhood, Hinduism wasn’t something I
formally learned; it was a natural part of my
everyday life.
My parents did pujas (prayers) with my sister,
Aditi, and me every evening in front of the
makeshift mandir (temple) on top of their
bureau in their bedroom. We celebrated all
the major holidays, including Diwali and Holi,
with parties and more elaborate pujas. Aditi
and I spent Saturday mornings in India
watching episodes of the Mahabharata and
Ramayana on TV and listened intently to
bedtime stories from our mother based on
Indian mythology.
Following this tradition became more
challenging as I grew into adulthood and got
married. My husband, Mahir, who is from
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Mumbai, and I live in New York City, where
we have never been starved for an Indian
community. But, perhaps like many Indians
who came to the United States as children,
our careers and mainstream life took
precedence over our religion as we grew up.
This slipping away of an integral part of my
roots didn’t bother me at all until I gave birth
to my daughter, Meenakshi. Sometime in her
first year of life, I started feeling urgently that
she should learn all about her religion. Mahir
and I started doing a short puja with her
before she went to bed, but we felt
inadequately equipped to be her sole source
of learning and wanted something more.
When it comes to kids’ classes in New York
City, there are almost too many options,
whether it’s gym, music or art. That’s not
the case with those on the Hindu religion I could only find three for kids. We picked
Bal Vihar, one of the most popular offerings
in the area. Part of the Chinmaya Mission,
a religious group founded in 1953 in Mumbai
by Swami Chinmayananda, the school is
focused on teaching the age-old philosophy
of Advaita Vedanta. The school came to the
United States in the early 1970s, according
to Runjhun Saklani, the secretary of the New
York mission, when a handful of parents said
they wanted an organized way to teach their
children Hinduism.
Bal Vihar started in 2002 in the New York
City area in a small way: four or five children
met in apartments, where volunteer teachers
taught them devotional songs and prayers and
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the names and meanings of the gods and
goddesses. By the time we enrolled
Meenakshi in Bal Vihar classes in 2011, there
were classes around the country, and Ms.
Saklani estimates that more than 5,000
children attend Bal Vihar in the United States
today.

Ramayana Now In Polish
Language
Source
WARSAW, January 14, 2013 (Hindustan
Times): The Ramayana, the great Indian epic,
is now available in the Polish language,
courtesy of Janusz Krzyzowski, an Indologist
in Poland who has translated the monumental
work. Though a few episodes of Ramayana
were translated into Polish in 1816, these
were mere translations of Western writers.
Krzyzowski collected the material from
dozens of books and presented in a coherent
manner so that a reader could sustain his
interest while going through different
chapters. The original was penned by
Maharishi Valmiki in Sanskrit. “My main
purpose was to translate this epic into many
chapters in a story format so that laymen and
particularly Polish children could enjoy the
book as well as they should be aware of the
great Indian mythological tradition.
”Ramayana and Mahabharata are two great
epics which cannot (be) compared with other
epics. Even Greek epics come out as pale
shadows when we see the canvas of the
Indian epics. They are almost unique in the
history of mankind,” Krzyzowski told IANS.
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Krzyzowski is the president of India-Poland
Cultural Committee since its inception in
2004. He has been a prolific writer on India
since 15 years. His love for India has roots
since his university days when he enrolled for
a master degree in philosophy after a medical
degree. This interest turned him into an
automatic Indophile

that earlier used to literally go down the
drain. Gaur said that he had started his
Jalabhishek campaign in 2000. “I used to
notice that the water offered by devotees in
temples is completely wasted as it goes into
the drain. So, an idea to use it in recharging
the increasingly depleting groundwater level
struck me,” the 41-year old astrologer told
IANS.

Water, Milk For The Gods —
Now Being Conserved In
Temples

He started channelling water from temples
(especially Siva temples) through several filter
chambers before it drained into the ground
and recharged the ground water level. As
part of the project, several tanks and bore
wells were constructed in each of the temple
with the help of the people, Gaur added.
”I was delighted when several scientists and
groundwater experts joined forces with me
and came up with an institution called
Shiksha Samiti. The institution has calculated
that the city, with more than 3,000 temples,
daily has at least 45 million liters of water
poured on the deity of Lord Siva and other
deities during the Hindu holy month of
Shravan (July-August),” Guar explained.
About 300 temples have been covered by the
campaign.

Source
INDIA, March 31,2013 (Hindustan Times):
An astrologer and social activist has turned
the religious practice of offering water and
milk in temples into a unique way of water
conservation. Pandit Purushotam Gaur,
known as Guruji, has developed water
harvesting infrastructure in more than 300
temples in Rajasthan over the past 13 years.
Gaur is harvesting the millions of gallons of
water offered by devotees in Hindu temples
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